cur·ric·u·lum vi·tae/kəˈrik(y)ələm ˈvītē/ A brief account of a person's education, qualifications, and experience,
typically sent with a job application. Also used as a resume for freelance work
- this is what I want to do now.

JAMES `RUSSELL’ WEBSTER
Writer, copywriter, blog and article writer, creative business developer.

Curriculum vitae is a Latin expression which can be loosely translated as [the]
course of [my] life. So, here it is.
Born in Leeds very late Fifties.
Bit chubby but cute
heh? Or do I hear
you say that only a
mother could love a
child like that?
I grew up in the `tree
hugging’ era of the Sixties
but nobody told my
mother about
Specsavers.

Then someonetold
her about `bogof’.
Scrubbed up quite
nicely!

Anyway, it was customary to send seven- year olds away to
Preparatory School in those days so the next eight years of
life were somewhat unusual, to put it mildly.

1964 (aged seven)

Anyway, I survived, physically, if not emotionally
and, somewhat dented, made captain of the school
cricket and rugby team, scraped into the football
team, became a fine wheeler/dealer, a great chess
player and, somehow, Head Boy.

See if any of you
`eagle eyes’ can
spot an extremely
young Colin
Montgomery. He
hated it there as
much as I did.
Actually, come to
think of it, can you
even spot me? Not
that it matters.

Well, if `prep’ school was bad then you should try
Woodhouse Grove Public School. I still see exinhabitants reduced to blubbering wrecks just thinking
about it.
And so, dear Aldous, on to a Brave New World.
Freedom. 1973. Freedom! But, what to do?

Well actually - what else would you do but pluck turkeys for a living after you
have flunked half of your ten `O’ Levels (GCES), through sheer boredom and
total disinterest in staying in school a moment longer than you had to. My
main job was to take the freshly caught live turkeys and hang them up on the
`killing line.’ Poor things - we really should stay vegetarian as we are
evolutionarily meant to be. Although a bit of meat occasionally does no harm!
This is a subject that I have become more and more fascinated with over the
last 8 years. Actually, I have just published a book on it.
Yes, I know it is a slightly off the wall title, but you have to
get people’s attention.

Well, two years of that, six months of stock control with a spectacle
manufacturer, and suddenly, an offer of management training, and an
interview with Army Intelligence. Yes, I know, a
classic oxymoron.

But life was moving apace and becoming the next
James Bond was too much to resist! The basic
training was tough, to put it mildly, and only six of us
out of thirty- two finished the training. Good
character building stuff!

I was posted to West Germany, as it was called then. All good
fun. Only one trouble. Sure, most of my colleagues were
intelligent, but you could not bottle the amount of `nouse’ they
had in a nasal spray. “I would follow you anywhere Sir.” Not
bloody likely! But, you can’t answer back to `orcifers’ so the
next best thing was to get out again. So, I did.
I stayed in Germany and became a fluent German
speaker in three months. Within two years I had
acquired a franchise with Toyota GB and had
twelve staff working for me marketing and selling
tax free cars to British servicemen.
That was a different environment. In fact it was
downright hostile!
There was no glamour of a showroom to work out of and the conditions were
crude at best. The other salesmen let your tyres down when you went into the
NAAFI for a pee. Most people packed up and went crying home to Mummy,
and I so nearly did. But you have to develop a bit of `stickability’ if you want
to get on in life IMHO.
This was circa 1982.
Around this time I developed a fascination with US style personal
development and selling skills and I have built upon this interest ever since.
Getting more out of myself and others is, in my
opinion, a lifelong journey and not a single
destination such as one particular qualification.
1986. Family reasons brought me back to the UK.
Between 1986 and 1994 I built and ran one of the
country’s top recording studios called the
Slaughterhouse. I also studied core psychology and
applied psychologies such as NLP (Neuro
Linguistic Programming) and Ericksonian linguistics.
That was a fun time. We produced many Gold Discs, including The Mission’s
first album and the notorious, and infamous, Happy Monday’s gold album,
whose title I will leave out.

This is not me in the rather unusual
corporate brochure we produced! Not that
skinny, white, or daft enough.

I also had a bit of fun and formed two bands, ten years
apart from each other. The first one, Kudos, was all a bit of
fun (totally contrived self-indulgence) but we did actually
achieve a lucrative publishing deal. Goes to show what
marketing can achieve. However, as they say in Yorkshire –
you can’t polish a turd!
Second time around, in 1995, I sold the studio and had
quite a bit of success writing and performing `goth’ rock
music with a band I formed called Eyes of the Nightmare Jungle. I was the
singer/front man and we performed to two thousand people per night for six
nights in Germany. To this day you will still find the band on YouTube. Bit old
hat now though.
Eyes of the Nightmare Jungle lead
singer (me, with somewhat less hair
and dark glasses to hide the wrinkles.
Actually, most bands like this had stupid
names and built mystique by hiding
behind obscured lenses.)

Also, in 1995, I started to apply music to the spoken word and wrote, narrated
and produced eighteen titles in the self-help / personal development /
business skills genre. That devoured five years of my life. Over the course of
those five years I sold over 250,000 audio titles in the UK and abroad, and
they still sell now mainly on Amazon.

So, to the turn of the millennium Lost a lot more hair and gained a few
more wrinkles over those years.

In 2000 I moved to London and set up a company called Creative Minds,
marketing my audios and other training materials. One year later I gained a
lucrative Government training contract handling some ten million pounds
worth of funds every month. By 2003 I had seventy staff working for me and
we were turning over some £3,500,000 per annum.
We were awarded IIP status, voted as one of the Top
Fifty Companies To Work For In London and,
generally, upwardly mobile, until, in 2008, one of the
London colleges held back over £450,000 for one
month’s work. I was forced to place the Company
into Receivership. Ouch!

Since 2008 I have been living back up in Yorkshire, studying more applied
psychology techniques, setting up a business for BT in Spain (selling BT
lines/internet) to the ex-pat community. Which I sold on quite lucratively a
year later.
I also developed a board game, called THE
FAMILY GAME, to encourage families to interact
with each other rather than allow kids to be
constantly allowed to play on their
phones/tablets/X-Box etc. This is still an ongoing
passion and a work in progress. There are now
also 17 books/kindle downloads which can be
used as `standalones’ or as extra question for
the game.

https://www.amazon.com/Brian-Brains-Revison-Quiz-

Ages/dp/1537012436/ref=sr_1_13?ie=UTF8&qid=1518458746&sr=813&keywords=brain+brain+revision+quizzes

Most recently I have mixed my time, writing and doing interim CEO work.

MY CORE BELIEFS
1.

AS INDIVIDUALS. That life is a journey rather than
a destination and that, as individuals, we could
achieve so much more if we were given access
to information that is not taught in our schools;
from fostering a higher sense of self-esteem/selfconfidence to learning how to set goals and
how to achieve them.

2.

IN BUSINESS. Once upon a time the railways
believed they were in the railway business. Had
they realised that they were in the transport
business they would today own the airways and
much more. Today, in business, one has to have
the sensory acuity to see what is happening in our
rapidly changing world and be constantly capable
of adapting and re-defining what business one is actually in.

HOBBIES
Chess, learning new things, writing books and articles.
OUTDOOR PASTIMES
Scuba diving, golf, skiing and motor-sport top the
list. Especially when you get to consult for an F2
team.

MY AMBITION IN LIFE
To make as much as a difference as I can in as many
lives as I can. Also, to discover a cure for baldness
and ageing.

MY FAVOURITE QUOTATION?
“Reasonable people adapt themselves to the world. Unreasonable people
attempt to adapt the world to themselves. All progress, therefore, depends
on unreasonable people.”

A QUICK S.W.O.T
My key strengths
•
Creative thinking.
•
Creative writing.
•
Excellent communication skills.
•
The ability to influence people.
My key weaknesses
•
Like Winston Churchill, Stephen Fry, Robin Williams, Ernest Hemingway,
Russell Brand, Mel Gibson and countless other creative people I am bipolar. When I am good I am brilliant yet when I am not I can still get the
job done!
•
I am no longer suited to full time work. I can still do seven days a week
but not nine to five.
Opportunities with me
•
I can definitely help shape your business in a way that `futureproofs’ you.
•
I can contribute towards your business plan.
•
I can write high quality copy for both printed and web-based content.
•
I can train people.
•
I research well (strangely enough).
Threats
•
I suppose that the biggest threat with me is that I snuff it!
•
However, that is, in itself actually a strength. I have done so much
research recently into natural health products-in the process of acting
CEO of Ethos.AG and even introduced totally legal cannabis oil products
into the company.

You can find out more about that, and me, on the site I am creating at the
moment
www.russellsethos.com
Please don’t email me from there. You can email me here – russell@snafu.co
Or call me on 07831-820776.

PS. I created a `motion picture’ of my CV a while ago. It is quite long, but
worth watching a few minutes of it.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0k9gzd5k9z7elgn/BEST%20QUALrussell%20web
ster_james%20webster480_CV.mp4?dl=0

